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1 Executive Summary

This report lists the final specification of all parts of the EMBOCON open platform developed in the
scope of work package 2 and formed during meetings, discussions and workshops of the EMBOCON
project consortium.

The first part motivates the need for a common development platform for tailored optimization algo-
rithms and shows the supported parts of the development cycle. The architecture consist of an offline
part for the formal problem specification, and an online part for test and validation of the devel-
oped algorithms. This is followed by overviews of the incorporated basic components of the platform,
namely the modeling language Modelica, the Optimica extension of Modelica to formulate optimiza-
tion problems, the compilers and the code generation of the JModelica.org platform, the development
platform Matlab by-pass using the MPT toolbox and the agreed functionalities and requirements of
the platform.

The second part defines the final interface specifications, including function call specifications, and
the final supervisor specification. The set of interfaces together with the supervisor form the online
part of the platform which is used for rapid evaluation of optimization algorithms in simulations using
different models and scenarios, plant-model mismatch, and noises in measurements.

The third part includes a detailed documentation of the EMBOCON open-source supervisor imple-
mentation GEMS - Generic EMBOCON Minimal Supervisor.

The last part summarizes the developments of the EMBOCON software platform implementation and
gives future research perspectives.
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2 Introduction

The EMBOCON open platform features a set of standardized software interfaces and a so-called
supervisor to facilitate the rapid development and deployment of embedded systems using state-of-
the-art general-purpose optimization algorithms. The open platform is focused on the following parts
of the embedded optimization design cycle, as shown in Fig. 1: Implementation of models, formulation
of corresponding optimization problems, creation of model libraries, generation of deployment code
for combined specifications (system model and optimization problem), coupling of deployment code
to suitable advanced real-time optimization methods, and testing of the optimization routine using
different models, scenarios and applications.

Figure 1: Development cycle for embedded optimization.

The challenges targeted by the EMBOCON open platform are the knowledge transfer from academia
to industry, and the demonstration of a successful application of the platform coupled with the devel-
oped numerical algorithms across different target sectors. These challenges are addressed by offering
a development kit for embedded systems using state-of-the-art real-time optimization algorithms de-
veloped in work packages 3 to 6 with emphasis on accessibility and suitability. Other goals of the
open platform are flexibility to ensure the integration of new optimization algorithms, easy extension
and application to new real-world problems, and reliability via testing and validation cases for rapid
evaluation of performance and fault tolerance of the algorithms.

The specification and the development of the EMBOCON open platform formed the objectives of
work package 2. All academic and industrial project partners with their experience and expertise in
the different fields of numerical algorithm research and development, control engineering, embedded
hardware, and applications were incorporated in the specification process to form a platform targeted
towards end users. The platform development in work package 2 was responsive to arising requirements
from the results in work packages 3 to 6 and closely integrated with the module integration work
package 7 and the benchmarking work package 8.

The remainder of this report is organized as follows: Chapter 3 gives a general overview of the EMBO-
CON open platform including the architector, basic components, functionalities, and requirements.
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Chapter 5 defines the final specification of the set of standardized software interfaces of the open plat-
form. Chapter 6 describes the final supervisor specification. Chapter 7 defines the final specification
of the GEMS - generic EMBOCON minimal supervisor, and the last chapter contains a summary of
this report.

3 An Overview of the EMBOCON Open Platform

The EMBOCON open platform is a development platform for tailored optimization algorithms based
on two functional components: an offline part called development platform, based on the JModelica.org
platform and the software suite Matlab, and an online part called execution platform based on the
EMBOCON set of standardized software interfaces (see section 5) and the EMBOCON supervisor (see
section 6).

3.1 Architecture

An overview of the general architecture is depicted in Figure 2. The offline part of the platform is
focused on the implementation and development of models and optimization problems. The online
part of the platform is focused on the execution and testing of the formulated specification and an
appropriate optimization routine in connection with a simulation or an application.

The development platform, which can be seen in the upper part of Figure 2, is based on the modeling
language Modelica and the extension Optimica to support the implementation of ODE or DAE mod-
els and the formulation of optimization problems. The hierarchical class structure of the Modelica
language facilitates the import of models from other sources, the use of model libraries and the reuse
of models and parts of models. The Optimica extension offers a structured way to augment a system
model with an optimization problem formulation. The compilers of the JModelica.org platform can
be used to translate Modelica and Optimica specifications into a flat model representation by pruning
the hierarchical class structures and generating efficient C code containing the model equations and a
XML file containing the model meta data. For small-scale or very fast problems the offline part of the
platform provides a direct path by-pass using the tool MATLAB and the Multi-Parametric Toolbox
(MPT) [13]. The by-pass supports the implementation of system models in MATLAB. Such system
models are compiled with a selected optimization algorithm of the MPT toolbox into a merged C code
representation containing both the system model and the optimizer.

The execution platform, shown in the lower part of Figure 2, includes different elements of the opti-
mization routine, namely an optimizer, an observer, an application or simulation environment, models
connected to the optimizer, to the observer and if required to the simulation, and the so-called super-
visor as the main element. All elements are connected to the supervisor via a set of common interfaces
which define the communication and data exchange between the individual elements and guarantee
the implementation of mandatory functions in the different elements for executing the optimization
routine. The interfaces are specified in detail in the following section 5. The supervisor is responsi-
ble for triggering the optimizer, the observer and the application or simulation environment in the
right order, for passing all necessary information from one component to the next, and for measuring
computation times and logging data. The supervisor is described in more detail in section 6. The
architecture allows connection of up to three different models of a system to the optimization routine,
one to the observer, one to the optimizer, and the last to the simulation. The interface for simulation
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Figure 2: The architecture of the EMBOCON software platform.
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environments provides additional functions to get information about true states and parameter values
to measure e.g. observer performance or plant model mismatch.

3.2 Functionalities of the Platform

The EMBOCON open platform is focused on the following functionalities to support selected parts
of the embedded optimization design cycle: implementation of models, formulation of corresponding
optimization problems, creation of model libraries, generation of deployment code for the combined
specification (system model and optimization problem), coupling of the deployment code to suitable
advanced real-time optimization methods, and testing of the optimization code using different models
and scenarios.

Based on the modeling language Modelica and the extension Optimica, system models and correspond-
ing optimization problems can be implemented for use with the software platform. The object-oriented
class structure of Modelica allows building of model libraries and reusing existing parts and models.
Existing Modelica models can be augmented with optimization problem formulations using Optim-
ica. These optimization problem formulations can als be stored in the same model libraries. The
JModelica.org compiler tuple is used for generating deployment code for a Modelica and Optimica
specification in form of an equation system in C code and a XML representation. The Matlab by-pass
of the development platform enables the implementation of system models and optimization problems
in Matlab for small-scale or very fast problems.

A way of using models from other source is the interconnection of model-based tools by model exchange
which is developed in the EU-funded MULTIFORM1 project (FP7-ICT-2007-2-224249) [18], in which
EMBOCON partner TUDO also participates. Translations to and from the Compositional Interchange
Format (CIF) [33] can be used to transform models from other sources, e.g. gPROMS [21], to Modelica
formulations which can in return by augmented with an optimization problem formulation and used
by the software platform.

The deployment code (C code) of a system model or a combined specification created by the JMod-
elica.org compilers, the Matlab C code generation, or manually formulated, can be extended by the
EMBOCON ModelInterface and compiled into a shared library to prepare to be used in the online
part of the EMBOCON platform. The reader should be noted that the user is required to execute
this step manually.

The software platform features a variety of numerical algorithms for different problem classes which
have been developed in the optimization modules in work packages 3 to 6. Different algorithms
which implement the set of standardized interfaces specified below can be selected for coupling with
a generated model library containing the C deployment code. The set of optimization routines can
be easily extended by implementing the support for the EMBOCON standard interfaces in a new
numerical algorithm.

The supervisor of the software platform connects all different elements of a numerical optimization
routine (model, optimizer, and observer) to either a simulation environment or a real application via
the set of standardized software interfaces to form a test suite. The main goal of the supervisor is to
trigger the elements in the right order and to coordinate the communication and data exchange among
them. Additional features are logging of the data which is exchanged and measuring computation times
for each function call. The logged data can be used to build a database for experiments, results and
parameter settings. The modularity of the integrated elements allows evaluating of performance of

1MULTIFORM - Integrated Multi-formalism Tool Support for the Design of networked Embedded Control Systems
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a numerical algorithm, to compare different algorithms on the same application or simulation, and
to evaluate the fault tolerance of an algorithm using different models or scenarios for the optimizer,
observer, and simulation.

3.3 Requirements

The EMBOCON software platform is based on a set of requirements formed in discussions and work-
shops by the project consortium:

• The standard user of the software platform is expected to have some experience in the field of
dynamic optimization and optimal control.

• The development process using the software platform starts with a model and optimization
problem formulation stated in Modelica and Optimica at hand. An editor or development
environment for Modelica and Optimica specifications is not part of the platform.

• The basic programming language for algorithm design and implementation of the software plat-
form will be C and C++. A survey resulted that nearly all project partners are implementing
their algorithms in C or C++. Both programming language are well suited for embedded sys-
tems due to the offered code efficiency, the readability and the strict memory management. The
interfaces of the platform are specified in C, which can be implemented by algorithms written
in either language.

• The standard hardware target covered by the software platform is the xPC basis, which offers
adequate performance and modern implementation by explicitly supporting multi-core paral-
lelization and distributed computation.

• The standard operating system target covered by the software platform is a Linux-based oper-
ating system.

• The software platform is based in the modeling language Modelica extended by Optimica and
on parts of the JModelica.org platform. The software platform uses the JModelica.org Modelica
and Optimica compiler to transform specifications to C-code equation systems. A bypass is
introduced by the tool Matlab and the MPT toolbox.

• The software platform offers a supervisor for connecting the different elements (optimizer, ob-
server, and application/simulation) in the online part of the platform. The supervisor is respon-
sible for the communication and the data exchange between the different elements and triggers
them in the right order. Optional features of a supervisor are data logging and measuring of
computation times for the different elements. An example open-source implementation of a
supervisor, called GEMS - Generic EMBOCON Minimal Supervisor, was created within the
EMBOCON project.

• The software platform will not offer any special graphical user interfaces.

• The final specifications of the set of standardized interfaces, the final specification of the super-
visor, and the GEMS - Generic EMBOCON Minimal Supervisor implementation will be termed
as “The EMBOCON open platform” and will be release as open-source software under the MIT
license (the text of the license can be found in 3.3.1) at the end of the project.
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3.3.1 License for the EMBOCON open platform

The MIT License (MIT)

Copyright (c) 2013, the EMBOCON consortium

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and asso-
ciated documentation files (the ”EMBOCON Open Software Platform”, including the set of standard
interfaces, the supervisor, and the GEMS - Generic EMBOCON Minimal Supervisor), to deal in the
EMBOCON Open Software Platform without restriction, including without limitation the rights to
use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to
permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial
portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ”AS IS”, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABIL-
ITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT
SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES
OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,
ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR
OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

4 Development Platform

The JModelica.org2 platform [17] combines the modeling language Modelica3 [30] for system speci-
fication with the Modelica extension Optimica [1] for the formulation of corresponding optimization
problems. System specifications in Modelica and combined specifications of system model and opti-
mization problem in Optimica can be transformed into flat representations and compiled to a C code
and XML representation using the JModelica.org platform. For very fast systems a by-pass to the
JModelica.org based part of the EMBOCON platform is introduced using the software suite Matlab
[27].

4.1 An Overview of Modelica

Modelica is an object-oriented component-based mathematical modeling and simulation language [11].
For development of a functional specification in Modelica, the controlled physical system as well as the
controller are modeled by systems of ordinary differential equations (ODE) or differential-algebraic
systems (DAE), and tested in simulation studies until the performance is satisfactory according to
some problem-specific metric. Modelica is a modular modeling language based upon the concept of
simultaneous (synchronous) active equations that fully define the possible behaviors of a dynamic
system. Advantages of Modelica are rich standard libraries and a class structure which is used for
hierarchical composition.

2This description relates to the JModelica.org platform in version 1.9.1
3This description relates to the Modelica language specification in version 3.0.1
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The goal of the Modelica language is to provide a standardized and powerful object-oriented non-causal
modeling language for multi-domain modeling. Modelica is designed in a joint effort by computer sci-
entists, dynamic model practitioners, and the developers of other object-oriented modeling languages.

Modelica follows the object-oriented modeling paradigm: All objects within Modelica models are
instances of classes, and Modelica supports advanced object-oriented concepts such as (multiple) in-
heritance, restricted classes or generic classes. Sequential procedures can be implemented in algorithm
sections or functions and thus enable the integration of complex discrete-event control formalisms. Be-
sides its object-oriented structure, one of the major reasons for the increasing popularity of Modelica
is the large number of free and commercial model libraries that provide model templates for many
technical areas, such as mechanics, thermodynamics, electronics, control, or automotive.

Several commercial tools are available that implement the Modelica language, such as Dymola [8] and
MathModelica [16]. In addition, several open-source tools, like OpenModelica [19] or JModelica.org,
are currently under development. The most mature of these tools, Dymola, comes with a powerful
symbolic and numerical simulation engine that supports e.g. automatic index reduction of high-index
DAE systems.

The specification of the Modelica language is freely available [30], and we refer to this specification
throughout this report.

A Modelica model file consists of one or more class definitions. A class definition can instantiate other
class definitions (which results in class objects that become part of the instantiating class definition).
In this way, a hierarchical Modelica model can be constructed. Fig. 2 shows a (strongly simplified)
schematic outline of such a Modelica model.

Figure 3: Schematic structure of a Modelica model.

The behavior of a Modelica model is mainly determined by continuous-time equations that are defined
in equation sections and by algorithms that are defined in algorithm sections. In a hierarchical model,
the corresponding sections of the main class as well as of all instantiated classes result in the behavior
of the complete model. Additionally, initial equation sections and initial algorithm sections may
contain equations and statements that are only active at model initialization, and Modelica supports
the inclusion of (pure or externally defined) function invocations in equation sections that enable the
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integration of causal model parts.

Most classes in a Modelica model file can serve as the main class, and there are several specialized
kinds of classes:

• type (extension of the predefined types, such as Integer, String, Boolean, or Real).

• record (an assembly of types).

• connector (interfaces to connect other Modelica classes), see [30], chapter 9.

• model (behavioral description of a physical system using equations and algorithms).

• block (same as model, but with fixed input-output causality).

• function (fixed input-output causality, only one algorithm section, no equations), see [30],
chapter 12.

• package (an assembly of classes and functions), see [30], chapter 13.

It is important to observe that in a correct Modelica model, all specialized classes can be redefined as
generic Modelica classes (using the class keyword) without changing the semantics of the model.

Modelica variables and expressions may exhibit different typification, such as continuous-time, discrete-
time, parameter, or constant. This typification determines how the variables can evolve during model
execution. Constant and parameter variables/expressions may not change value during simulation,
discrete variables/expressions may change value only at discrete-event instants, and continuous-time
variables may change value during continuous-time evolution.

Algorithm sections in Modelica classes may contain sequences of algorithmic statements (e.g. as-
signments or function calls) and offer several constructs for program flow control, such as for-loops,
while-loops, if-constructs, and when-statements (see [30], chapter 11). Modelica does not offer a par-
allelism construct. The semantics of when-statements is similar to that of when-equations, with the
difference that when-statements activate the execution of algorithms when activated.

Other Modelica features are the rich support of arrays and array equations (see [30], chapter 10),
several built-in functions and specialized operators (see [30], chapter 3), and rich support for model
annotations that may include e.g. documentation and comments, graphical information, vendor-
specific information, or information on the units of model variables.

4.2 An Overview of Optimica

Optimica is an extension of the Modelica language to formulate static and dynamic optimization
problems based on Modelica models as described by Akesson in [2]. In the standard Modelica language,
the formulation of optimization problems is not possible. Optimica provides a language specification
for high-level formulations of optimization problems, like Modelica does for modeling systems, while
being independent of the numerical solving algorithm. Optimica itself is a language description, not
an executable tool. An Optimica specification can be executed using the JModelica.org platform,
which will be explained in the next subsection.

The formulation of optimization problems in Optimica is categorized in three levels: The mathemati-
cal level, the transcription level, and the algorithm level. The mathematical level consists of variable
and parameter definitions which are free for optimization, the objective function to be minimized, con-
straints, and the mathematical model of the system. In the transcription level methods for translating
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the problem formulation from infinite dimensional problems to finite dimensional problems, discretiza-
tion meshes, and initial guesses for parameters and variables can be included. In the algorithm level
tolerances and control parameters can be defined. The latter two levels can be included in Modelica
models as annotations or are implicitly expressed as tool options.

A new specialized class called optimization is added to the already existing diversity of class-like
entities (e.g. model, record, connector, etc.) in which the new Optimica constructs are valid. This
special class can also contain standard Modelica constructs as component and variable declarations,
local classes, and equations. The optimization class offers certain class attributes to specify the
intrinsic properties of an optimization problem formulation. These attributes are the following and
are only specified once, by the user:

• objective: The attribute objective defines the cost function of the optimization problem.

• startTime: The attribute startTime defines the point in time for the start of the optimization
interval.

• finalTime: The attribute finalTime defines the point in time when the optimization interval
ends.

• static: The attribute static defines whether the class defines a static, i.e. all derivatives are
set to zero, or dynamic optimization problem. The default value for the static attribute is
false.

In order to enable the user to specify in an optimization problem formulation whether a variable is free
in the optimization or considered as fixed, the built-in type Real of the Modelica language is extended
by a new attribute called free. The attribute free is of type Boolean and the default value is false.
The attribute can additionally be used to specify if a parameter should be considered as free in the
optimization. Normally Modelica parameters are considered to be fixed after the initialization step.

Another extension to the built-in type Real is the attribute initialGuess. This attribute can be
used by the user to provide initial guesses for variables and parameters. Values for the attribute
initialGuess for optimization of free parameters are given to the optimization algorithm as initial
guess. Initial guess values for variables are provided to the optimization algorithm as initial guesses
for the entire optimization interval [2].

Both extensional attributes are only implemented in the built-in type Real and cannot be used for
the built-in types Integer and Boolean.

A new function for accessing the value of a variable at a specified time instance is added, which
is necessary for the optimizer in some dynamic optimization problems. The name of this implicit
function is identical to the name of the variable, which should be accessed and has the format
<variable name>(<time instance>), e.g. x(t) for accessing the value of variable x at time in-
stance t. The implicit syntax of the new function makes the interpretation of such a statement
context dependent for an Optimica compiler.

The optimization class is augmented with a new constraint section in addition to the existing
initial equation, equation, initial algorithm, and algorithm sections. The standard Mod-
elica only permits to formulate path equality constraints. The new constraint section allows to
state equality and inequality constraints, as well as point equality and inequality constraints. Point
constraints are specified using the new introduced function for accessing variables and parameters at
specific points in time.

Inheritance is still a valid construct in Optimica and thus allows the easy reuse of problems that
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are already modeled in Modelica for simulation purposes. Extending an existing problem with an
objective function and optional constraints provides a convenient and time-saving way to model an
optimization problem.

Since transcription level information are not considered as part of the mathematical formulation of
the optimization problem and are closely related to a particular numerical algorithm, no new language
constructs are introduced [2]. Annotations for transcription schemes are planned for future versions,
but are not supported yet (see [17], chapter 11).

4.3 An Overview of JModelica.org

JModelica.org is an open source platform targeted to provide a Modelica environment with the main
focus on dynamic optimization rather than on pure simulation, like e.g. the open source environment
OpenModelica [19]. The JModelica.org platform consists of two main parts: One part is a compiler
for Modelica and Optimica, which generates efficient model code in C [12] and XML4 [34] format for
either pure Modelica specifications or optimization problem formulations in Optimica combined with
a system model in Modelica. The other part of the platform is formed by two run-time libraries, one
based on the JModelica.org Model Interfaces (JMI) and the other based on the Functional Mock-up
Interface (FMI). Both can be interfaced with numerical algorithms. In order to provide flexibility and
tool support for automating commands, both compiler and run-time library offer Python [22] interfaces
for scripting purposes using the Python(x,y) platform [23]. Notwithstanding that JModelica.org is
targeted towards optimization, a Python-based simulation package called Assimulo [9] is available for
solving explicit ordinary differential equations (ODEs) and implicit differential-algebraic equations
(DAEs) for the JModelica.org platform. Figure 4 shows an overview of the JModelica.org platform
architecture. The left-hand-side shows the compiler forming the first part of the platform and the
right-hand-side shows the runtime libraries of the second part.

Figure 4: JModelica.org platform architecture [17].

JModelica.org intends to create an industrially viable Modelica environment focused on optimization.
The JModelica.org platform focuses on the knowledge exchange between the academic community and
industrial partners by communicating relevant benchmark applications from the industry to academia

4XML - Extensible Markup Language
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and on the other hand by propagating state-of-the-art numerical algorithms developed by the academic
community into industrial use [2].

The compilers integrated in the JModelica.org platform are constructed using the Java-based [20]
compiler construction framework called JastAdd [10]. The JastAdd framework is based on the concepts
of object-orientation, aspect-orientation and reference attributed grammars which allows developing
highly flexible and extendable compilers. The Modelica and the Optimica compiler of JModelica.org
are implemented using the JastAdd framework, where the Optimica compiler is an extension of the
core Modelica compiler.

The Modelica compiler translates Modelica (version 3.0.1) specifications into flat models. Then sym-
bolic algorithms for transformation into hybrid DAEs are applied. Finally, C code is generated with
the use of templates and tags. The structure of the generated code is defined by the templates and
the elements by the tags. Both are part of an included code generation framework and facilitate the
development of custom code generation. The standard generated C code contains the model equa-
tions and is intended to be used with the JMI interface [3]. The Optimica compiler translates the
same standard Modelica specifications but enriched with optimization problem formulations stated
in Optimica syntax and generates additional XML files containing metadata about the model and
specification of variable names, attributes, and types to be processed with widely-used XML tools.
The current flattening support of both compilers is limited to a subset of Modelica.

The JModelica.org Model Interface (JMI) is a C API5 that provides numerical optimization packages
with access to the model in the generated C code and XML files via functions for accessing and setting
parameter and state values, evaluation of DAE residual functions, and for evaluation of objective
functions and constraints of an Optimica formulation. For all functions of the interface Jacobians and
sparsity patterns are calculated by the CppAD [6] package for automatic differentiation integrated
into the JMI.

The compilers of the JModelica.org platform and the JMI are interfaced by the scripting language
Python, which allows to create user defined scripts to automate the execution of subsequent tasks, e.g.
loading and compilation of a model. The JModelica.org Python package offers to run the compilers,
to manage input and output files of simulation and optimization results and to access the functions
of the JMI interface. The compilers are run by a connected Java Virtual Machine (JVM) [15] using
the JPype package [24] which in general offers direct access to Java objects from a Python script, and
in particular offers access to the Java-based compilers and generated abstract syntax trees (AST). An
AST can be used for analysis and transformation of models.

The JModelica.org platform offers two different numerical algorithms for solving dynamic optimization
problems. The first algorithm is a simultaneous optimization method based on orthogonal collocation
on finite elements [4] which is implemented in C as an extension of the JMI. The solution method
corresponds to a fully implicit Runge-Kutta method and translates the dynamic optimization problem
into a non-linear programming (NLP) problem. The resulting NLP is interfaced with the large-
scale NLP solver Ipopt [14, 35]. Jacobians computed by CppAD and sparsity patterns are used by
the simultaneous optimization algorithm. The second algorithm of the JModelica.org platform is a
multiple shooting algorithm [5] which is based on an integrator to simulate the system dynamics and
evaluate the cost function and an algorithm to modify the optimization variables. The algorithm
is implemented in Python and uses the integrator SUNDIALS6 [7] and the optimization algorithm
SLSQP7 (see [31], chapter 1.5.5) of the SciPy package [32] for Python. Sensitivities are computed by

5API - Application programming interface
6SUNDIALS - SUite of Nonlinear and DIfferential/ ALgebraic equation Solvers
7SLSQP - Sequential Least SQuares Programming
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SUNDIALS to improve the convergence of the optimization algorithm. Both algorithms rely on the
availability of derivatives.

For simulation purposes the Python based simulation package Assimulo8 [9] can be used for solving
explicit ordinary differential equations (ODEs) and implicit differential-algebraic equations (DAEs).
The current implementation of Assimulo wraps the C-based SUNDIALS [7] solvers, IDA and CVode.
There is also support for using explicit Euler, Runge-Kutta of order 4 and adaptive Runge-Kutta of
order 4. Assimulo is currently under development and some functionality of the integrated solvers is
missing.

The JModelica.org platform offers no graphical development environment or editor for Modelica and
Optimica models, but an Eclipse [26] plug-in and further Python integration are planned and in
progress [2]. The current implementation (version 1.5) of the Modelica and Optimica compilers of the
JModelica.org platform does not offer full support for the Modelica language (see [17], chapter 11).
Among others, the following features are not supported:

• Parsing the full Modelica 3.2 language.

• Integer, Boolean and enumeration variables for optimization.

• The primitive type String.

• If equations using neither parameter nor constant test expressions.

• Functions with array inputs with sizes declared as : are only partially supported.

• External C functions using other inputs and outputs than scalars.

• Annotations for transcription information.

4.4 An Overview of Matlab

The proprietary software framework Matlab/Simulink and its associated toolboxes offer a tool suite
for the development and testing of functional specifications of controlled physical systems as well as
the controllers. Matlab is a technical programming language for algorithm development, data analysis
and visualization and numerical computation by functions and scripts. Simulink is a block oriented
simulation language with extensions for discrete elements (a variant of state charts) used for model-
based design of dynamic and embedded systems.

The controlled system and the controller are modeled by systems of differential equations and difference
equations, and tested in simulation studies until the performance is satisfactory. Toolboxes like the
Embedded Coder [28] or the Simulink Coder [29] (formerly Real-Time Workshop) are used to generate
C and C++ code from Simulink models, state charts models and Matlab functions. The code generated
by these toolboxes can be used for hardware-in-the-loop testing.

The modeling capabilities of Matlab/Simulink for the EMBOCON software platform are enriched
by the free Multi-Parametric Toolbox (MPT) [13]. The MPT toolbox offers modeling of dynamical
systems with on/off switches and gear shifts, of systems with constraints on states, inputs and outputs,
and of nonlinear and piecewise nonlinear systems with constraints by introducing equation based
system structures. The MPT toolbox supports the development of model predictive controllers (MPC)
for optimal control problems and offers solvers for multi-parametric optimization as well as algorithm
for calculating computational geometry.

8This description relates to the Assimulo implementation in version 1.4b2
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Deployment code of controllers specified using the MPT toolbox can be generated with an included C
code generator which creates standalone C representations or by using the standard Simulink Coder.

5 Interfaces Specification

The basis for the interaction between the different modules of the online part of the software platform
is defined by a set of standardized interfaces. These interfaces specify sets of callable functions for the
different modules to trigger computation routines in the corresponding modules. The set of specified
functions of an interface includes standard functions which have to be implemented by the module and
optional functions which are used in special problem classes or for debugging purpose. The input and
output parameters of the interface functions define the data content and the data structures which
are exchanged when calling a function.

The advantages of using common interfaces for the communication between the different modules
of the online part of the platform are flexibility and applicability. Flexibility is offered by the easy
substitution of any module with another module implementing the same interface, e.g. the simulation
environment can be exchanged by an application after running necessary test cases, or the optimizer
can be replaced by another optimizer for benchmarking performance using the same application.
Applicability is offered by the set of common interfaces which, allows on the one hand, industrial
users to implement a needed interface in a simulation environment and/or an application to evaluate
the performance of different state-of-the-art numerical algorithms supported by the platform, and on
the other hand allows algorithm developers to test their developed numerical algorithms on a set of
different problems in form of models, simulations, or applications from different target sectors.

Figure 5: The interfaces of the EMBOCON software platform.

The structure and the set of interfaces of the software platform is shown in Figure 5 and contains the
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following interfaces: The Model Interface, the Optimizer Interface, the Observer Interface, and the
SimulationApplication Interface. The Optimizer Interface and the Observer Interface are common for
all optimization algorithms used by the platform, independent whether the development platform is
used to implement the problem, or C code generated by the Matlab by-pass is used. Both are used to
connect the elements of the optimization routine to the supervisor. The Model Interface is used for the
interaction between the elements of the optimization algorithm and C code models generated by the
Modelica-Optimica-based offline part of the platform. The SimulationApplication Interface is used for
the interaction between a simulation environment or an application and the supervisor. It contains
two layers, one common information layer which defines what should be exchanged via the interface
and a tailored implementation layer which includes the actual implementation of the connection to an
application, or a simulation environment.

5.1 General Specifications for the Interfaces

The implementation language of all interfaces is C. The interfaces specified in this report consist of a
number of function definitions and possibly type definitions.

The reader should note that C passes all function arguments that are arrays by reference, see [25],
chapter 6. Therefore, calling a function does not in itself incur a copy of any argument that is an
array. Any other arguments of interface functions but arrays are also passed by reference. The actual
implementation of the function may or may not involve copying the contents of the array or any other
argument.

C allows the last dimension of a multidimensional array to be unspecified if the array is a function
parameter, but the leading dimensions must have a constant size that is known during compilation.
This does not fit the need for parameters that represent a matrix of arbitrary dimensions. Where
a matrix is to be passed to or from a function, a one-dimensional array will be passed. The matrix
elements are stored in the array in row major order, which is the standard C ordering: first come all
the elements of the first row, then comes the second row, and so on.

When an array is passed into a function as an input argument, the function may not assume that the
memory of the array remains available beyond the function call.

Several types are defined that are used by multiple interfaces:

Type Definitions

typedef unsigned int emb size type;

typedef void *emb handle;

The emb size type is used for functions returning counts of parameters, state elements, etc.

The emb handle type is used as a handle. It is up to the implementation of interfaces to decide their
actual interpretation. The users of the interface use the handle to identify an object. This may mean
that the handle points to a data structure, but that is not necessarily the case. Handles are created
by a function like the createModel function of the Model Interfaces specified below. These handles
must be destroyed using the corresponding cleanup function, in this example the freeModel function.
Memory leaks and other resource leaks may occur if a handle is not disposed by calling the proper
cleanup function. A handle should not be cleaned up more than once, and handle cleanup is the
responsibility of the end-user.
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The source code of the interfaces and empty library implementations are released as open-source at the
end of the project under the MIT license using the GitHub9 repository system. The respository location
of the interfaces is the following: https://github.com/EMBOCONcs/EMBOCON Interfaces.git. All
libraries are contained in single projects for the Eclipse IDE10.

5.2 Model Interface

The Model Interface of the software platform defines common functions for a system model and
optimization problem in C code. Usually, the C code is generated by the Modelica-Optimica-based
offline part of the platform, but any other set of functions that implement the proper semantics can
be used as well. The Model Interface connects the C code representation with an optimizer and an
observer and offers both to receive information of the model via calling the defined functions. The
Model Interface can be used to connect the same C code representation to both the optimizer and the
observer or two different C code representations, one to the optimizer and one to the observer. The
Model Interface is not used for the connection between a system model and an optimizer generated
by the direct path by-pass; here the information about the system and the optimization problem at
hand is incorporated in the optimizer leading to a better performance and resulting in a combined
callable C code representation.

Model Interface

typedef emb handle emb model;

emb model createModel();

void freeModel(emb model model);

emb size type getParameterCount(emb model model);

emb size type getStateCount(emb model model);

emb size type getInputCount(emb model model);

emb size type getOutputCount(emb model model);

int getStateType(emb model model, int is algebraic[]);

int setParameter(emb model model, const double p[]);

int getInitialInputs(emb model model, double u0[]);

int getInitialState(emb model model, const double u[], const double y[], double x0[]);

int getDerivatives(emb model model, const double x[], const double u[],

double deriv resid[], double *objective);

int getParameterName(emb model model, int name idx, char par name[], size t maxlen,

size t *reqlen);

int getStateName(emb model model, int name idx, char x name[], size t maxlen,

size t *reqlen);

int getInputName(emb model model, int name idx, char u name[], size t maxlen,

size t *reqlen);

9GitHub - www.github.com
10Eclipse IDE - www.eclipse.org
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int getOutputName(emb model model, int name idx, char y name[], size t maxlen,

size t *reqlen);

A model is created by the createModel call. This call returns a handle that will be used in subsequent
calls to identify this instance of the model. All other calls defined in Model Interface use this handle
to identify the model concerned. This makes it possible to use the same code but different parameters
for the model in the optimizer and the observer.

If a model is no longer needed, the model should be freed by calling freeModel. This call will free any
resources associated with the model instance. After the call, the model handle can no longer be used.

The getParameterCount(), getStateCount(), getInputCount() and getOutputCount() calls return the
number of parameters, states, inputs and outputs of the model, respectively. The state count includes
the differential states as well as the algebraic states. These numbers will remain the same throughout
the lifetime of the model instance. The return values of these functions will be denoted np, nx, nu

and ny in the descriptions below. The return value is undefined if an invalid model handle is passed
for the model argument.

The getStateType() function can be used to distinguish algebraic states from differential states. The
caller should provide an array of int containing at least nx elements in the argument is algebraic.
The function will write 0 to the ith element of this array if the ith state element is not an algebraic
state and 1 if it is an algebraic state.

The setParameter() function of the model interface updates the model data with new values for all
parameters. The input parameter p contains the values of the parameter in a vector of the type double.
The function returns 0 upon success. If the function fails, an implementation-defined, non-zero error
code is returned.

The getInitialInputs() function of the model interface initializes the input vector of the model. The
actual initial input vector is written to the first nu elements of the output parameter u0. The caller
of this function must make sure that u0 is an array that can hold sufficiently many values. The
function returns 0 upon success. If the function fails, an implementation-defined,non-zero error code
is returned. It is up to the model implementation to decide what the ordering of the input elements
is. The ordering will be the same for all calls to the model interface and for all instances created by
createModel().

The getInitialState() function of the model interface initializes the state vector of the model. The
input parameter u contains the initial control signals in an array of type double. This array must
contain nu elements. The current values of the output measurements are given in the input parameter
y. This array must contain ny elements. The actual initial state vector is written to the first nx

elements of the output parameter x0. The caller of this function must make sure that x0 is an array
that can hold sufficiently many values. The function returns 0 upon success. If the function fails, an
implementation-defined, non-zero error code is returned.

It is up to the implementation whether or not the current values of the controls and/or the outputs
are used to compute the initial state. An implementation may try to compute a state vector that
“fits” these values in some sense, or it may return an initial state that is independent of these inputs.
In the latter case, it is entirely up to the observer to account for any mismatches between this state
and the actual process conditions.

Note that when we refer to the ‘state’ of a model, we mean a vector containing the differential and
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algebraic states in the model equations. The state vector does not contain all ‘memory’ that the
model has. For example, the parameters that are set by setParameter() and that influence the model
equations are stored in the model, but are not part of the model state. Also, the model state is not
stored inside the model, but is passed to the model interface functions when needed. This differs from
what is usually considered the state of an object in object-oriented programming.

It is up to the model implementation to decide what the ordering of the state elements is. The ordering
will be the same for all calls to the model interface and for all instances created by createModel().
There is no requirement on the implementation to observe a specific ordering or to keep algebraic
states together.

The getDerivatives() function of the Model Interface triggers a calculation step of the model in which
new derivatives, constraint residuals and a new objective value are calculated based on the current
state and control inputs. The input parameter x contains the differential states and the algebraic
states for the model. The input parameter u contains the last control actions as an array of type
double. The output parameter derivs resids contains the calculated derivatives for differential states
and the residuals for algebraic states. The objective value of the optimization problem stated in the
model is written to the output argument objective. This argument should point to a single double

value. The function returns 0 upon success. If the function fails, an implementation-defined, non-zero
error code is returned.

The remaining four functions can be used to provide names for the parameters, states, model inputs
and model outputs, respectively. An implementation is not required to provide meaningful and/or
unique names for these variables. A function that returns only empty strings would be a trivial
minimal implementation for these functions. Logging and tracing functionality in the supervisor will
likely benefit from getting meaningful names from these functions.

The remainder of this description is for getParameterName(), but a similar description applies for the
other three functions. An implementation is not required to provide meaningful and/or unique names
for the parameters. Logging and tracing functionality in the supervisor will likely benefit from getting
meaningful parameter names. It is up to the caller of the function to provide a buffer to receive
the requested name. The name is returned for a single parameter at a time. Which parameter’s
name is returned is determined by the input argument name idx. This is a value between 0 and np

(inclusive). The size of the buffer is passed into the input argument maxlen. If maxlen is zero, the
par name argument is not touched. Otherwise, a string is written to par name of no more than maxlen

characters, including the terminating null character. If the actual parameter name is longer than
maxlen characters, the string is truncated. The truncated string will still be terminated by a null
character. The number of characters that are required to represent the complete name, including
the terminating null, is written to the output parameter reqlen. This can be used to detect whether
the parameter name was truncated. The function returns 0 upon success. If the function fails, an
implementation-defined, non-zero error code is returned. It is not considered a failure if the parameter
name was truncated.

5.3 Optimizer Interface

The Optimizer Interface of the EMBOCON software platform connects the supervisor with a se-
lected optimization package of an optimization module. Each optimization package integrated in the
EMBOCON platform has to implement this interface to enable the connection to the supervisor.
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Optimizer Interface

typedef emb handle emb optimizer;

typedef emb handle emb opt context;

emb optimizer createOptimizer(emb model model);

void freeOptimizer(emb optimizer optim);

emb opt context initOptContext(emb optimizer optim);

emb opt context cloneOptContext(emb optimizer optim, emb opt context sourceContext);

void freeOptContext(emb optimizer optim, emb opt context optContext);

emb size type getOptModelParameterCount(emb optimizer optim);

emb size type getOptModelStateCount(emb optimizer optim);

emb size type getOptModelInputCount(emb optimizer optim);

emb size type getOptModelOutputCount(emb optimizer optim);

int getOptModelStateType(emb optimizer optim, int is algebraic[]);

int setOptModelParameter(emb optimizer optim, emb opt context opt context,

const double p[], const int p flag[]);

int setOptModelParameterUncertainty(emb optimizer optim, const int uncType[],

const double lower[], const double upper[], const double cov[]);

emb size type getOptParameterCount(emb optim optim);

int setOptParameter(emb optimizer optim, emb opt context opt context,

const double optp[]);

int makeOptStep(emb optimizer optim, emb opt context opt context, const double xcur[],

const double uprev[], double ucur[]);

int getOptStepDetails(emb optimizer optim, emb opt context opt context, emb size predHor,

emb size *actHor, double uPredict[], double yPredict[], double xPredict[]);

int getOptModelParameterName(emb optimizer optim, int name idx, char par name[],

size t maxlen, size t *reqlen);

int getOptModelStateName(emb optimizer optim, int name idx, char x name[], size t maxlen,

size t *reqlen);

int getOptModelInputName(emb optimizer optim, int name idx, char u name[], size t maxlen,

size t *reqlen);

int getOptModelOutputName(emb optimizer optim, int name idx, char y name[],

size t maxlen, size t *reqlen);

int getOptParameterName(emb optimizer optim, int name idx, char par name[],

size t maxlen, size t *reqlen);

An instance of the optimizer is created by calling the createOptimizer() function. This function re-
turns a handle that identifies this optimizer instance. The model that is used during the optimization
is passed to the createOptimizer function. It becomes the responsibility of the optimizer implemen-
tation then to free the model when it is no longer needed. No ways are foreseen to change the model
for an optimizer, once the optimizer has been created, so the model will need to be freed when the
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optimizer itself is freed.

If the optimizer is no longer needed, it must be freed by calling the freeOptimizer() function. The
user’s implementation must also free up any resources associated with the optimizer. As mentioned in
the previous paragraph, this will include freeing the model that was passed into the createOptimizer()

call that created the optimizer.

It may be beneficial for the optimizer to keep the results of certain computations between one cycle and
the next. The Optimizer Interface has been designed to support this, but also allows the supervisor
to decide to rerun an optimization by introducing the optimizer context. The optimizer context is
represented by a handle and is to be treated by users of the optimizer as an opaque data structure.
This context must collect the internal optimizer state. This aspect of the optimization context is
discussed further after the description of the cloneOptContext() function. An initial version of the
context is created by the initOptContext() call.

The optimization context may also be used to store additional details about the optimization. See the
function getOptStepDetails() for more information.

When an optimization context is no longer needed, it must be freed by calling freeOptContext(). It
is an error if a context is freed more than once. The result of doing that is undefined. After a context
has been freed, it must not be used anymore. Failing to free an optimization context may result in
loss of information, memory leaks or other undesirable behaviour.

The getOptModelParameterCount(), getOptModelStateCount(), getOptModelInputCount() and
getOptModelOutputCount() calls return the number of parameters, states, inputs and outputs of the
model connected to the optimizer, respectively. The state count includes the differential states as well
as the algebraic states. These numbers will remain the same throughout the lifetime of the model
instance. The return values of these functions will be denoted np, nx, nu and ny in the descriptions
below. The return value is undefined if an invalid optimizer handle is passed for the optim argument.

The getOptModelStateType() function can be used to distinguish algebraic states from differential
states. The caller should provide an array of int containing at least nx elements in the argument
is algebraic. The function will write 0 to the ith element of this array if the ith state element is not
an algebraic state and 1 if it is an algebraic state.

The setOptModelParameter() function of the Optimizer Interface updates the parameter data of the
model with new values for the parameters. The input parameter p contains the new values of the
parameters of the model. The input parameter p flag contains additional information about the
semantics of the parameters. The entries in p flag can have the following different values: 0 - fixed,
1 - free where free indicates that a parameter can be changed by the optimizer and fixed indicates
that a parameter can not be changed. The function returns 0 upon success. If the function fails, an
implementation-defined, non-zero error code is returned.

The list of different values for the parameter flags used in the setOptModelParameter() function can be
extended by new entries encoding new requirements arising from the developments in work packages
3 to 6.

The setOptModelParameterUncertainty() function of the Optimizer Interface defines the parameter
uncertainty for the model parameters. The input parameter uncType contains the type of the parameter
uncertainty for each parameter in the model in an array of the type int. The entries in uncType

can have the following three different values: 0 - certain, 1 - deterministically uncertain, 2 -

statistically uncertain. The input parameters lower and upper define lower and upper bounds for
type-1 uncertain parameters. If none of the parameters are of type-1, the parameters lower and upper
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may be NULL. These arrays must contain np parameters each. The input parameter cov contains an
np ×np covariance matrix with dimensions related to the number of type-2 uncertain parameters in a
matrix of type double. See section 5.1 for the representation of a matrix in a single dimensional array.
The rows and columns in cov that correspond to parameters that are not of type-2 will be ignored by
the function. If none of the parameters is of type-2, cov can be NULL.

The setOptModelParameterUncertainty() function returns 0 upon success. If the function fails, an
implementation-defined, non-zero error code is returned. The optimizer is not required to support
parameter uncertainties of a specific type or to treat them in a specific way. An implementation is
allowed to do nothing in this function and return success.

The getOptParameterCount() function returns the number of intrinsic optimizer and optimization
parameters such as tolerances and maximum iteration counts. This number will remain the same
throughout the lifetime of the optimizer instance. The value returned will be denoted n optp in the
descriptions below. The return value is undefined if an invalid optimizer handle is passed for the optim

argument.

The setOptParameter() function of the Optimizer Interface updates the intrinsic optimizer and op-
timization parameters with new values. The input parameter optp contains the new values of the
parameters. The function returns 0 upon success. If the function fails, an implementation-defined,
non-zero error code is returned.

The makeOptStep() function of the Optimizer Interface triggers the optimizer to do the next optimiza-
tion step. The input parameter xcur contains the differential and algebraic states determined by the
observer in the order expected by the model, see section 5.2. It is the model state at the current sample
time. Typically, this state has been determined by the observer, based on the latest measurements
of the outputs and of the controls. The input parameter uprev contains the previous values of the
controls. Depending on the application, this may or may not differ from the values of the controls that
the optimizer computed in the last cycle. The new optimized values for the controls are returned in the
output parameter ucur. The opt context parameter is both an input and an output parameter. Upon
entry, it contains the internal state of the optimizer before the current optimization. It is updated
during the call to makeOptStep to reflect the state after the optimization. The function returns 0 upon
success. If the function fails, an implementation-defined, non-zero error code is returned.

The optimization context is updated in the call to makeOptStep(). If the user needs to be able to
“rerun” an optimization, a copy of the optimization context must be made that can be preserved.
The cloneOptContext() function does exactly that; it makes a copy of the optimization context. The
copy is completely independent of the original, i.e. changes made in one context will not be visible in
the other.

Suppose an optimization context A is copied to a context B and then one or more calls to makeOptStep()

and/or setOptParameterUncertainty() are made using context A. If then the sequence of function calls
is repeated using context B, with all other input arguments to the functions being the same, all output
arguments of the functions must return the same values and all return values of the functions must
be the same as during the first sequence of calls that involved context A.

For the copying and “rerunning” of an optimization to be valid, the optimization context needs to
store all model parameter and parameter uncertainty values.

The function getOptStepDetails() can be used to provide additional details about an optimization
run. This information is retrieved from the optimization context that is passed into the function in
the opt context argument. The results returned will therefore apply to the last call to makeOptStep()
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that updated the optimization context.

The user can query the current and future values that the optimization returned for the controls.
These are returned in uPredict. The number of controls is determined by the number of inputs of the
model. That number is denoted nu. The number of samples per input will be equal to predHor. The
first sample of a control will have the same value as was returned in ucur in the call to makeStep()

that last updated the context. The second sample will be one sample time later, and so on. Note that
the input sequence does not necessarily change at every sample. uPredict is interpreted as a matrix
with predHor rows and nu columns. The first column contains all samples for the first control, the
second for the second control and so on. If uPredict is NULL upon entry to the function, no values are
written to it. This can be used if the caller wants to get only some of the step details, but not the
predictions for the controls.

The prediction horizon that has been used by the optimizer may have been different from predHor.
The function returns in the integer that actHor points to how many samples it can return. This
number is always written, even if all of uPredict, yPredict and xPredict are NULL. An error will be
returned if actHor is NULL.

The predictions for the model outputs can be queried in the same way as the controls can be queried.
They are returned in the yPredict argument instead of the uPredict argument. The predictions for
the model state are queried through the xPredict argument. These arguments may be NULL to specify
that the function does not need to return this information.

An implementation is not required to store the information that can be queried in getOptStepDetails()

in the optimization context. If any value is queried that is not available in the context, the function
returns 1 to signal the error. The function returns 0 upon success. An implementation-defined error
code is returned upon error.

If the value of *actHor is less than predHor, only the first *actHor rows of uPredict, yPredict and/or
xPredict are written. This is not considered an error, so the function may still return 0. If *actHor is
greater than predHor, only the first predHor rows are written.

The remaining five functions can be used to provide names for the model parameters, model states,
model inputs, model outputs and intrinsic optimizer and optimization parameters, respectively. An
implementation is not required to provide meaningful and/or unique names for these variables. A
function that returns only empty strings would be a trivial minimal implementation for these functions.
Logging and tracing functionality in the supervisor will likely benefit from getting meaningful names
from these functions.

The remainder of this description is for getOptModelParameterName(), but a similar description applies
for the other three functions. If implemented in the optimizer, the function call is passed through
to the Model Interface of the connected model to receive the corresponding values. It is up to the
caller of the function to provide a buffer to receive the requested name. The name is returned for a
single parameter at a time. Which parameter’s name is returned is determined by the input argument
name idx. This is a value between 0 and np (exclusive). The size of the buffer is passed into the
input argument maxlen. If maxlen is zero, the par name argument is not touched. Otherwise, a string is
written to par name of no more than maxlen characters, including the terminating null character. If the
actual parameter name is longer than maxlen characters, the string is truncated. The truncated string
will still be terminated by a null character. The number of characters that are required to represent the
complete name, including the terminating null, is written to the output parameter reqlen. This can
be used to detect whether the parameter name was truncated. The function returns 0 upon success.
If the function fails, an implementation-defined, non-zero error code is returned. It is not considered
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a failure if the parameter name was truncated.

5.4 Observer Interface

The Observer Interface of the EMBOCON software platform connects the supervisor with a selected
observer package of an optimization module. Each observer of an optimization package integrated in
the EMBOCON platform has to implement this interface to enable the connection to the supervisor.

Observer Interface

typedef emb handle emb observer;

typedef emb handle emb obs context;

emb observer createObserver(emb model model);

void freeObserver(emb observer obs);

emb obs context initObsContext(emb observer obs);

emb obs context cloneObsContext(emb observer obs, emb obs context sourceContext);

void freeObsContext(emb observer obs, emb obs context obsContext);

emb size type getObsModelParameterCount(emb observer obs);

emb size type getObsModelStateCount(emb observer obs);

emb size type getObsModelInputCount(emb observer obs);

emb size type getObsModelOutputCount(emb observer obs);

int getObsModelStateType(emb observer obs, int is algebraic[]);

int setObsModelParameter(emb observer obs, emb obs context obs context, const double p[],

const int p flag[]);

int setObsModelParameterUncertainty(emb observer obs, const int uncType[],

const double lower[], const double upper[], const double cov[]);

emb size type getObsParameterCount(emb observer obs);

int setObsParameter(emb observer obs, emb obs context obs context, const double obsp[]);

int makeObsStep(emb observer obs, emb obs context obs context, const double ucur[],

const double ycur[], const double xprev[], double xcur[]);

int getObsStepDetails(emb observer obs, emb obs context obs context, emb size type

pastHor, emb size type *actHor, double uPast[], double yPast[], double xPast[]);

int getObsModelParameterName(emb observer obs, int name idx, char par name[],

size t maxlen, size t *reqlen);

int getObsModelStateName(emb observer obs, int name idx, char x name[], size t maxlen,

size t *reqlen);

int getObsModelInputName(emb observer obs, int name idx, char u name[], size t maxlen,

size t *reqlen);

int getObsModelOutputName(emb observer obs, int name idx, char y name[], size t maxlen,

size t *reqlen);
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int getObsParameterName(emb observer obs, int name idx, char par name[], size t maxlen,

size t *reqlen);

An instance of the observer is created by calling the createObserver() function. This function returns
a handle that identifies this observer instance. The model that is used during the optimization is
passed to the createObserver function. It becomes the responsibility of the observer then to free the
model when it is no longer needed. No ways are foreseen to change the model for an observer, once
the observer has been created, so the model will need to be freed when the observer itself is freed.

If the observer is no longer needed, it needs to be freed by calling the freeObserver() function. The
implementation needs to free up any resources associated with the observer. As mentioned in the
previous paragraph, this will include freeing the model that was passed into the createObserver() call
that created the observer.

It may be beneficial for the observer to keep the results of certain computations between one cycle and
the next. The Observer Interface has been designed to support this, but also allows the supervisor
to decide to rerun an optimization by introducing the observer context. The observer context is
represented by a handle and is to be treated by users of the observer as an opaque data structure.
This context must collect the internal observer state. This aspect of the observer context is discussed
further after the description of the cloneObsContext() function. An initial version of the context is
created by the initObsContext() call.

The observer context may also be used to store additional details about the observation. See the
function getObsStepDetails() for more information.

When an observer context is no longer needed, it must be freed by calling freeObsContext(). It is
an error if a context is freed more than once. The result of doing that is undefined. After a context
has been freed, it must not be used anymore. Failing to free an observer context may result in loss of
information, memory leaks or other undesirable situations.

The getObsModelParameterCount(), getObsModelStateCount(), getObsModelInputCount() and
getObsModelOutputCount() calls return the number of parameters, states, inputs and outputs of the
model connected to the observer, respectively. The state count includes the differential states as well
as the algebraic states. These numbers will remain the same throughout the lifetime of the model
instance. The return values of these functions will be denoted np, nx, nu and ny in the descriptions
below. The return value is undefined if an invalid observer handle is passed for the obs argument.

The getObsModelStateType() function can be used to distinguish algebraic states from differential
states. The caller should provide an array of int containing at least nx elements in the argument
is algebraic. The function will write 0 to the ith element of this array if the ith state element is not
an algebraic state and 1 if it is an algebraic state.

The setObsModelParameter() function of the Observer Interface updates the parameter data of the
model with new values for the parameters. The input parameter p contains the new values of the
parameters of the model. The input parameter p flag contains additional information about the
semantics of the parameters. The entries in p flag can have the following different values: 0 - fixed,
1 - free where free indicates that a parameter can be changed by the observer and fixed indicates
that a parameter can not be changed. The function returns 0 upon success. If the function fails, an
implementation-defined, non-zero error code is returned.

The list of different values for the parameter flags used in the setObsModelParameter() function can be
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extended by new entries encoding new requirements arising from the developments in work packages
3 to 6.

The setObsModelParameterUncertainty() function of the Observer Interface defines the parameter
uncertainty for the model parameters. The input parameter uncType contains the type of the parameter
uncertainty for each parameter in the model in an array of the type int. The entries in uncType

can have the following three different values: 0 - certain, 1 - deterministically uncertain, 2 -

statistically uncertain. The input parameters lower and upper define lower and upper bounds for
type-1 uncertain parameters. If none of the parameters are of type-1, the parameters lower and upper

may be NULL. These arrays must contain np parameters each. The input parameter cov contains an
np ×np covariance matrix with dimensions related to the number of type-2 uncertain parameters in a
matrix of type double. See section 5.1 for the representation of a matrix in a single dimensional array.
The rows and columns in cov that correspond to parameters that are not of type-2 will be ignored by
the function. If none of the parameters is of type-2, cov can be NULL.

The setObsModelParameterUncertainty() function returns 0 upon success. If the function fails, an
implementation-defined, non-zero error code is returned. The optimizer is not required to support
parameter uncertainties of a specific type or to treat them in a specific way. An implementation is
allowed to do nothing in this function and return success.

The getObsParameterCount() function returns the number of intrinsic observer parameters such as
tolerances and maximum iteration counts. This number will remain the same throughout the lifetime
of the observer instance. The value returned will be denoted nobsp in the descriptions below. The
return value is undefined if an invalid observer handle is passed for the obs argument.

The setObsParameter() function of the Observer Interface updates the intrinsic observer parameters
with new values. The input parameter obsp contains the new values of the parameters. The func-
tion returns 0 upon success. If the function fails, an implementation-defined, non-zero error code is
returned.

The makeObsStep() function of the Observer Interface triggers the observer to do the next observation
step. The input parameters ucur and ycur contain the measurements of the outputs and of the
controls of an application or simulation environment in the order given by the model. These are
the measurements of the system at the current sample time. The input parameter xprev contains
the previous values of the differential and algebraic states in the order expected by the model, see
section 5.2. Depending on the application, this may or may not differ from the values of the states
that the observer computed in the last cycle. The new observed values for the states are returned in
the output parameter xcur in the same order as used for the input parameter xprev. The obs context

parameter is both an input and an output parameter. Upon entry, it contains the internal state of the
observer before the current observation. It is updated during the call to makeStep to reflect the state
after the observation. The function returns 0 upon success. If the function fails, an implementation-
defined, non-zero error code is returned.

The observer context is updated in the call to makeStep(). If the user needs to be able to “rerun” an ob-
servation, a copy of the observer context must be made that can be preserved. The cloneObsContext()

function does that: It makes a copy of the observer context. The copy is completely independent of
the original, i.e. changes made in one context will not be visible in the other.

Suppose an observer context A is copied to a context B and then one or more calls to makeObsStep()

and/or setObsParameterUncertainty() are made using context A. If then the sequence of function
calls is repeated using context B, with all other input arguments to the functions being the same, all
output arguments of the functions must return the same values and all return values of the functions
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must be the same as during the first sequence of calls that involved context A.

For the copying and “rerunning” of an observation to be valid, the observer context needs to store all
model parameter and parameter uncertainty values.

The function getObsStepDetails() can be used to provide additional details about an observation
run. Contrary to the optimizer, the observer does not return details over a prediction horizon, but
for the past and current sample times. “Current sample time” means the sample time at which
the measurements ucur and ycur were taken for the last call to makeObsStep. Not all observers use
information, other than the model state, from before the current sample time.

The user can query the observer’s estimate of the past “noise free” control values. An observer is not
required to treat controls as noisy, but those that do can return their estimates in uPast. Similarly to
getOptStepDetails(), uPast is interpreted as a matrix with pastHor rows and nu columns. The first
row corresponds to the current sample, the second to the sample before that and so on. This is different
from uPredict in getOptStepDetails(), where increasing row numbers correspond to increasing time.
If uPast is NULL upon entry to the function, no values are written to it. This can be used if the user
wants to get only some of the step details, but not the estimates of the past controls.

The past horizon that has been used by the observer may be different from pastHor. In fact, many
observers use a horizon of only 1 sample. The function returns in the integer that actHor points to
how many samples it can return. This number is always written, even if uPast, yPast and xPast are
all NULL. It is an error if actHor is NULL.

The estimates of the noise-free process outputs can be queried in the same way as the controls can be
queried. They are returned in the yPast argument instead of the uPast argument. The estimates for
the model state are queried through the xPast argument. These arguments may be NULL to specify
that the function does not need to return this information.

An implementation is not required to store the information that can be queried in getObsStepDetails()

in the observer context. If any value is queried that is not available in the context, the function returns
1 to signal the error. The function returns 0 upon success. If the function fails for another reason, an
implementation-defined error code is returned upon error.

The remaining five functions can be used to provide names for the model parameters, model states,
model inputs, model outputs and intrinsic observer parameters, respectively. An implementation is
not required to provide meaningful and/or unique names for these variables. A function that returns
only empty strings would be a trivial minimal implementation for these functions. Logging and tracing
functionality in the supervisor will likely benefit from getting meaningful names from these functions.

The remainder of this description is for getObsModelParameterName(), but a similar description applies
for the other three functions. If implemented in the observer, the function call is passed through to the
Model Interface of the connected model to receive the corresponding values. It is up to the caller of the
function to provide a buffer to receive the requested name. The name is returned for a single parameter
at a time. Which parameter’s name is returned is determined by the input argument name idx. This
is a value between 0 and np (exclusive). The size of the buffer is passed into the input argument
maxlen. If maxlen is zero, the par name argument is not touched. Otherwise, a string is written to
par name of no more than maxlen characters, including the terminating null character. If the actual
parameter name is longer than maxlen characters, the string is truncated. The truncated string will
still be terminated by a null character. The number of characters that are required to represent the
complete name, including the terminating null, is written to the output parameter reqlen. This can
be used to detect whether the parameter name was truncated. The function returns 0 upon success.
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If the function fails, an implementation-defined, non-zero error code is returned. It is not considered
a failure if the parameter name was truncated.

5.5 SimulationApplication Interface

The SimulationApplication Interface of the EMBOCON software platform connects the supervisor with
an application, or simulation environment. The interface is used to pass measurements and parameters
of the current state of the application or simulation to the observer to calculate the state of the system.
New control inputs calculated by the optimizer are passed back through the interface to initiate the
next steps of the controlled system. The connection to an application can be highly specific in terms
of implementation language and information passing. Therefore the SimulationApplication Interface
specification consists of two layers, the top layer defines the information which should be exchanged via
the interface by specifying function calls, the bottom layer contains the actual implementation of the
function calls which could involve an application specific programming language as well as additional
data transformation and wrapper functions. Due to the demand for customized implementations for
particular applications, the bottom level of the SimulationApplication Interface will not be specified
in more details here.

The SimulationApplication Interface offers additional functions for the connection of simulation envi-
ronments to the software platform to get values for the real states and parameters calculated in the
simulation. This additional information enables a better performance evaluation of both, the observer
and the optimizer. The model of the system connected to the simulation environment can be used to
measure plant-model-mismatch or for evaluation of the optimizer and observer performance on slightly
changed models.

SimulationApplication Interface

typedef emb handle emb simapp;

emb simapp createSimApp();

void freeSimApp(emb simapp simapp);

void initSimApp(emb simapp simapp);

int makeSimStep(emb simapp simapp, const double ucur[], double meascur[],

double pcur[]);

emb size type getSimParameterCount(emb simapp simapp);

emb size type getSimStateCount(emb simapp simapp);

int getTrueStates(emb simapp simapp, double xtrue[]);

int getTrueParameters(emb simapp simapp, double ptrue[]);

An instance of the simulation or application is created by calling the createSimApp() function. This
function returns a handle that identifies this simulation or application instance.

If the simulation or application is no longer needed, it needs to be freed by calling the freeSimApp()

function. The implementation needs to free up any resources associated with the simulation or appli-
cation.

The makeStep() function of the SimulationApplication Interface triggers the simulation or application
to do the next step applying the new control inputs. The input parameter ucur contains the new
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controls for the application or simulation calculated by the last optimization step. These are the
controls for the current sample time. The new observed measurements are returned in the output
parameter meascur. The new observed parameter values are returned in the output parameter pcur.
The function returns 0 upon success. If the function fails, an implementation-defined, non-zero error
code is returned.

The getTrueStates() function of the SimulationApplication Interface returns the ideal calculated
states of the simulation in the simulation environment. The output parameter xtrue contains the
values of the differential and algebraic states of the simulated system in the order as expected by the
model, see section 5.2. This must be an array containing at least getSimStateCount() elements. The
function returns 0 upon success. If the true states cannot be calculated or returned by the simulation
environment, the function returns 1 to signal the error. If the function fails for another reason, an
implementation-defined, non-zero error code is returned.

The getTrueParameters() function of the SimulationApplication Interface returns the ideal calculated
parameter values of the simulation in the simulation environment. The output parameter ptrue

contains the values of the parameters of the simulated system. This must be an array containing at
least getSimParameterCount() elements. The function returns 0 upon success. If the true parameter
values cannot be calculated or returned by the simulation environment, the function returns 1 to signal
the error. If the function fails for another reason, an implementation-defined, non-zero error code is
returned.

6 Supervisor Specification

The supervisor of the online part of the EMBOCON software platform forms the communication
manager between an optimizer, an observer and an application or simulation environment of the
optimization routine. The supervisor is responsible for the initialization and freeing of the different
elements and for triggering the functions calls of elements in the right order. The supervisor offers
logging of data like controls, states etc. and measures computation times for all function calls. The
measured timings together with the logged data can be used for testing, validation and performance
evaluation of numerical algorithms.

The standard computation cycle of the supervisor starts with the setup of the elements of the online
part by connecting them to the supervisor, see Fig. 6. Next, the creation and initialization phase starts
by initializing the application or simulation environment and getting the first measurements of the
current state and the parameters of the system. These measurements are used to trigger the creation
and initialization step of the observer and of the optimizer including the creation and initialization
of the connected models. In the initialization, first control inputs and states measurements are read
from the models. After the initialization of all elements is done, the optimization cycle is executed for
a predefined number of steps by first calling the makeObsStep function of the Observer Interface using
the inital controls and state measurements. The resulting states of the makeObsStep call are passed
to the optimizer and the makeOptStep function is called. The optimizer calculates new control inputs
for the next step. The resulting control inputs of the optimizer call are passed to the simulation or
application by calling the makeSimStep function of the SimulationApplication Interface. Then new
measurements of the system response to the applied control actions are passed again to the observer
and the makeObsStep function of the Observer Interface is called to calculate the next states. This
cycle is repeated until a predefined number of steps as a termination criterion is reached. During the
optimization cycle computation times for any function calls are measured and logged with all data
exchanged via the supervisor.
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Figure 6: Standard computation cycle of the supervisor.
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The supervisor is not required to read and interpret configuration files for numerical algorithms con-
nected to it. If configuration files turn out to be necessary for connecting a numerical algorithm or
an element of a numerical algorithm to the supervisor, the numerical algorithm implementation has
to take care of the configuration file handling.

The format of the log files of the EMBOCON supervisor is not restricted to a specific format. An
implementation is only required to log all exchanged data and time measurements of all function calls.

Other features of the supervisor like graphical user interfaces, functionalities for plotting and visual-
ization of results, comparison of results, providing a result and a model database including import
and export functions are optional features of single realization of a supervisor, but are not mandatory
for a valid supervisor implementation.

7 GEMS Specification

The GEMS– Generic EMBOCON Minimal Supervisor is designed to be a minimal-footprint imple-
mentation of the supervisor specification. The GEMS was implemented in the EMBOCON project
offering the full support of the entire set of standard interfaces of the EMBOCON platform as well as
measuring function call computation times and logging of all data.

Figure 7 shows the architecture of GEMS including the four supported interfaces and the data which is
exchanged. The GEMS implementation supports all standard function call definitions of the interfaces
and some of the optinonal function call definitions.

The implementation language of GEMS is a combination of C and C++. The interfaces are linked
via shared libaries under the Linux operating system. The source code is released as open-source at
the end of the project under the MIT license using the GitHub11 repository system. The respository
location of GEMS is the following: https://github.com/EMBOCONcs/GEMS.git. GEMS is contained
in single projects for the Eclipse IDE12.

The GEMS is used together with the state-of-the-art numerical algorithms developed within the project
to show the applicability and flexibility of the software platform as well as the performance of the
optimization packages on selected applications across different target sectors.

7.1 Data Log File Format

GEMS automatically generates data log files for all test runs performed. The log file is named
GEMSTrace.log. The format of the log file is based on the format of the trace files of the CIF-
Simulator of the MULTIFORM project. The GEMS log file lists in the first line the current version
of the GEMS implementation. The following lines list a short summary of the optimization run. The
exchanged data is started afterwards with a line listing the names of all states, outputs, inputs, pa-
rameters, optimizer paramters and observer parameters. The lines of the real data are started with
the step number of the supervisor routine. The log file ends with a line containing the command line
parameters used to execute GEMS. All lines including meta information are marked with an inital #
to seperate the comments from the real data. The basic format can be seen in the example below.

#GEMS 0.32 (Feb 28 2013) - Generic EMBOCON Minimal Supervisor

11GitHub - www.github.com
12Eclipse IDE - www.eclipse.org
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Figure 7: The GEMS architecture
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# GENERAL STATISTICS:

# number of states: 10

# number of outputs: 10

# number of inputs: 3

# number of parameters: 0

# number of optimizer parameters: 0

# number of observer parameters: 0

# number of steps: 10

#step x_0 x_1 x_2 x_3 x_4 x_5 x_6 x_7 x_8 x_9 y_0 y_1 y_2 y_3 y_4 y_5 y_6 y_7 y_8 y_9

u_0 u_1 u_2

0 10000 822.014 57.4859 362.925 363.036 363.12 352.768 352.766 300 378.047 10000 822.014

57.4859 362.925 363.036 363.12 352.768 352.766 0 0 0 363.15 363.15

1 10000 786.163 93.337 363.367 363.137 363.12 361.263 361.25 300 378.047 10000 786.163

93.337 363.367 363.137 363.12 361.263 361.25 0 0 0 363.15 363.15

2 10000 745.319 134.181 363.906 363.396 363.201 362.967 362.941 300 378.047 10000 745.319

134.181 363.906 363.396 363.201 362.967 362.941 0 0 0 363.15 363.15

3 10000 699.61 179.89 364.459 363.718 363.33 363.391 363.351 300 378.047 10000 699.61

179.89 364.459 363.718 363.33 363.391 363.351 0 0 0 363.15 363.15

4 10000 649.477 230.023 365.009 364.061 363.479 363.572 363.52 300 378.047 10000 649.477

230.023 365.009 364.061 363.479 363.572 363.52 0 0 0 363.15 363.15

5 10000 595.702 283.798 365.546 364.409 363.635 363.705 363.64 300 378.047 10000 595.702

283.798 365.546 364.409 363.635 363.705 363.64 0 0 0 363.15 363.15

6 10000 539.399 340.101 366.057 364.749 363.791 363.822 363.746 300 378.047 10000 539.399

340.101 366.057 364.749 363.791 363.822 363.746 0 0 0 363.15 363.15

7 10000 481.939 397.561 366.526 365.07 363.941 363.928 363.841 300 378.047 10000 481.939

397.561 366.526 365.07 363.941 363.928 363.841 0 0 0 363.15 363.15

8 10000 424.828 454.672 366.936 365.363 364.08 364.02 363.924 300 378.047 10000 424.828

454.672 366.936 365.363 364.08 364.02 363.924 0 0 0 363.15 363.15

9 10000 369.552 509.948 367.274 365.616 364.203 364.095 363.993 300 378.047 10000 369.552

509.948 367.274 365.616 364.203 364.095 363.993 0 0 0 363.15 363.15

10 10000 317.421 562.079 367.53 365.823 364.308 364.151 364.044 300 378.047 10000 317.421

562.079 367.53 365.823 364.308 364.151 364.044 0 0 0 363.15 363.15

# Arguments: ./Gems -r ./Lib/libModel_CASADI.so ./Lib/libOptimizer.so

./Lib/libObserver_CASADI.so ./Lib/libSUNDIALS_CASADI.so 10

7.2 Measurement Log File Format

GEMS automatically generates measurement log files for all test runs performed. The log file is
named MEAS.log. The measurement log file lists in the first line the current version of the GEMS
implementation. The following lines list the different function calls of the interfaces with the measure
CPU time in nano seconds allocated to the execution thread by the Linux operating system. All lines
including meta information are marked with an inital # to seperate the comments from the real data.
The basic format can be seen in the example below.

#GEMS 0.32 (Feb 28 2013) - Generic EMBOCON Minimal Supervisor
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optimizer: makeOptStep with measure CPU time: 1567 ns

simulator/application: makeSimStep with measure CPU time: 527286 ns

observer: makeObsStep with measure CPU time: 1588 ns

optimizer: makeOptStep with measure CPU time: 1468 ns

simulator/application: makeSimStep with measure CPU time: 213053 ns

observer: makeObsStep with measure CPU time: 1606 ns

optimizer: makeOptStep with measure CPU time: 1462 ns

simulator/application: makeSimStep with measure CPU time: 187085 ns

observer: makeObsStep with measure CPU time: 1600 ns

optimizer: makeOptStep with measure CPU time: 1467 ns

simulator/application: makeSimStep with measure CPU time: 169860 ns

observer: makeObsStep with measure CPU time: 1612 ns

optimizer: makeOptStep with measure CPU time: 1462 ns

simulator/application: makeSimStep with measure CPU time: 175434 ns

observer: makeObsStep with measure CPU time: 1600 ns

optimizer: makeOptStep with measure CPU time: 1464 ns

simulator/application: makeSimStep with measure CPU time: 158287 ns

observer: makeObsStep with measure CPU time: 1603 ns

optimizer: makeOptStep with measure CPU time: 1474 ns

simulator/application: makeSimStep with measure CPU time: 160052 ns

observer: makeObsStep with measure CPU time: 1570 ns

optimizer: makeOptStep with measure CPU time: 1474 ns

simulator/application: makeSimStep with measure CPU time: 156862 ns

observer: makeObsStep with measure CPU time: 1591 ns

optimizer: makeOptStep with measure CPU time: 1467 ns

simulator/application: makeSimStep with measure CPU time: 138472 ns

observer: makeObsStep with measure CPU time: 1636 ns

7.3 Command Line Interface

GEMS can be run via a command line interface. All required modules and parameters for an opti-
mization run have to be given as arguments to the command line interface. The following table 7.3
lists and describes the available commands and parameters. The reader should be noted, that all
arguments have to be given in the order specified.

8 Summary and Conclusions

This report listed the final specification of all parts of the EMBOCON open platform. The first part
gave an overview of the platform architecture and the two main parts followed by the incorporated
basic components of the development platform, namely the modeling language Modelica, the Optimica
extension of Modelica to formulate optimization problems, the compilers and the code generation of the
JModelica.org platform, the Matlab by-pass using the MPT toolbox, and the agreed functionalities and
requirements formed during meetings and workshops of the project consortium. The remaining part
of the report defined the interface specifications including function call specifications, the supervisor
specification and the GEMS - Generic EMBOCON Minimal Supervisor specification.

As future work, the EMBOCON software platform could be extended by an automatic generation and
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Command Parameter Description

-? Show the help for the GEMS command
line interfaces. Lists this table.

-h Show the help for the GEMS command
line interfaces. Lists this table.

-r path to model .so path to optimizer .so
path to observer .so
path to simumlation or application .so
steps count

Starts execution of the supervisor rou-
tine using the same model for the op-
timizer and the observer. The number
of steps defines the termination criterion
for the execution.

-r path to optimizer model .so
path to observer model .so
path to optimizer .so
path to observer .so
path to simulation or application .so
steps count

Starts execution of the supervisor rou-
tine using the first model for the opti-
mizer and the second model for the ob-
server. The number of steps defines the
termination criterion for the execution.

-t path to model .so path to optimizer .so
path to observer .so
path to simulation or application .so

Runs connection test for all function
calls of all interfaces for the given li-
braries.

-t path to optimizer model .so
path to observer model .so
path to optimizer .so
path to observer .so
path to simulation or application .so

Runs connection test for all function
calls of all interfaces for the given li-
braries.

-t 0 path to model .so Runs a connection test for all function
calls of the model interface for the given
library.

-t 1 path to optimizer .so Runs a connection test for all function
calls of the optimizer interface for the
given library.

-t 2 path to observer .so Runs a connection test for all function
calls of the observer interface for the
given library.

-t 3 path to simulation or application .so Runs a connection test for all function
calls of the simulation and application
interface for the given library.

Table 1: GEMS command line interfaces commands.
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compilation of model libraries including the C deployment code of a combined Modelica and Optimica
specification generated by the JModelica.org platform implementing the EMBOCON ModelInterface.

Targeting in the same direction, the specification of the execution platform could be extended by
requiering that any library implementation of the SimulationApplicationInterfaces for a simulation
environment has to implement the EMBOCON ModelInterface in order to simulate a model in an
abritary library implementation.

Currently the only available termination criterion is a maximum number of steps and the step size
of all elements has to be fixed within the individual library implementations. By such individual
implementation, the user is able to define different step sizes for different parts, e.g. the optimizer and
the observer. As a future extension of the supervisor and interface specification, additional function
calls for setting an individual step size for each element could be introduced.
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